Custom Photoshoot vs Mini Session

Duration

Custom Photoshoot

Mini Session

We publish approximate timeframes
for all of our custom sessions so that
you can plan your time accordingly.

Mini sessions are strictly time-limited.

We also allow a little extra time in our
diary in case of overruns so that you’ll
never be under any time pressure and
we can accommodate as much of your
wish list as possible.

Availability

Timescales are published alongside each
mini and we ask that you arrive at the
studio/location 5-10 minutes before your
appointment ready for a prompt start.
We might not be able to accommodate
overruns beyond your allocated timeslot,
so a late arrival could mean a reduction in
the time available for your session.

Custom photoshoots can be booked
Monday to Saturday all year round.

Most of our mini sessions are restricted to
set days / dates throughout the year.

Price Range

£225 to £900

£35 to £95

Pre Session
Consultation

YES
We will have a pre-photoshoot
planning consultation to get an
understanding of what you want to get
out of your session and any preferences
for styling, colour schemes, poses etc

NO
Information and advice about your specific
mini session will be provided ahead of time
so that you know what to expect but there
will not be a full consultation process.

Post
Production
(Editing)

All proofs are hand-edited prior to
viewing in your gallery. You’ll then have
the opportunity to request further
touch-ups / tweaks to any images you
choose to purchase, which we’ll
accommodate wherever possible.

All images are hand-edited prior to being
loaded to your gallery.

Before finalising your order, each
selected image will also receive a
second round of fine detail re-touching
to optimise it for your chosen product.

Except for exceptional circumstances, we
cannot accept requests for additional retouching or editing.

YES
We guarantee that you will receive a
minimum of 20 edited proofs to make
your product selections from. Often
you’ll receive many more, but if we
cannot deliver at least 20 we’ll invite
you back for a free follow up session.

NO

(subject to diary availability / holidays)

20 Image
Guarantee

(excluding birthday packages which are highly
customised and subject to special rates)

We do not run a proofing service with mini
sessions so your chosen images will be
available for you to download immediately.

AT THE STUDIO

Styling

Custom Photoshoot

Mini Session

Styling, colour schemes, props etc will
be personalised to your individual
specifications.

Styling, colour schemes and props are predefined according to your specific mini.

We will also do our best to
accommodate any last minute requests
or changes to plan made on the day.

Sets

Subject to your consultation, we may
be able to accommodate up to as many
as 4 unique sets during a custom
session to give you as much variety as
possible from your photoshoot.

Mini sessions take place on either 1 or 2
predetermined sets, details of which will be
published alongside each mini.

(This excludes birthday packages which are highly
customised and take place using a pre-agreed
bespoke set.)

Clothing
Changes

We don’t put a limit on the number of
clothing changes for a custom session,
but we recommend choosing no more
than 4 or 5

Although there’s often time for a single
clothing change during a mini session,
please refer to the details of your specific
mini for more information about what can
or can’t be included.

OUTDOOR SESSIONS
Custom Photoshoot

Mini Session

Locations

Choose one of our recommended
locations or pick your own favourite
beauty spot anywhere within the South
East Wales area.

Mini sessions take place at one of three set
locations in the Newport area.

Number of
stops

There is enough time scheduled in a
custom session to explore your chosen
location and to stop for photographs at
several spots along the way.

There is only enough time scheduled in a
mini session to stop at ONE spot within your
chosen location.

Clothing
Changes

While outdoor clothing changes may
not always be practical for adults, there
will be enough time available if you
want to bring 2 or 3 different outfits for
little ones.

For outdoor minis we ask that you arrive
with yourselves and any little ones already
dressed in the clothing for your photoshoot.

